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If you refer back to page you will see from the 

chart there, that there is the same 

configuration outplaying between the Sun and 

Earth and the North and South Nodal Points, at 

the  time of this New Moon, so once again you 

might interpret this energy as a turning point, a 

moment in time within the Cosmic cyclic path 

when there is an alignment with the underlying 

unfoldment of the purpose and principles of 

Gene Key 6, the Path of Peace, which was being 

highlighted at the time of the  seeding of the 

Constitution of the United States. 

This time there is a Grand Mutable Cross when 

the Moon comes to join the Sun, indicating a 

new cycle, within a cycle. 

At the same time as the Moon coming to join with the Sun you will see in the chart below that 

there is also a Kite formation connecting into this Grand Mutable Cross between the Sun 

Moon and Earth and Jupiter, Pluto, Saturn and the planet Sedna.  This all adds to the dynamic 

of this moment in time. 

So, the Sun and the Moon on Gene Key 6 continue all that has been shared earlier regarding 

the Path of Peace.  But have we 

progressed this potential – have we 

moved from out of the Shadow of Conflict 

into a world governed by Diplomacy 

ushering in World Peace?   

Whilst individually we may have made 

strides, collectively there is a way to go.  

And this, lack of progress, has no doubt  

been the prompting for the anchoring of 

the understanding of Cosmic and Natural 

Laws, which have been written into The 

‘True Constitution’ to be activated at this 

time and then to seamlessly filter and 

percolate out into the Consciousness of 

Humanity. 



The goal of the Constitution of the United States was to Unify 13 Colonies - the goal of the 

‘True Constitution’ is to Unite all the countries of this Planet into a One World Nation where 

the living I AM Presence is naturally embodied within the minds and heart of all people and 

underpins all outer and inner activity, bringing fundamental change and evolution to all Life 

on this Planet and Beyond. 

Before leaving this interpretation of the charts, you will see that the North and South Nodal 

points are on different Gene Keys than the chart for 1787 – this time they are on Gene Key 12 

and 11. 

The North Node, which is the Spiritual way forward at this time, is on Gene Key 12 which is 

where both Jupiter and Juno were in the chart for 1787.  In plain language when Jupiter and 

Juno are conjunct it is developing an expansion of consciousness through the balancing and 

an alignment of the male/female polarity within our energetic system.  Only when this 

unification and balance occurs can we step out of the discord and disharmony which 

underpins all of life.  This imbalance within the electro/magnetic subtle energetic system, is 

the fundamental imbalance which operates through all division and disruption. 

Now, as the North nodal point is on Gene Key 12, it appears that we have the real potential, 

for many Souls, to move forward as a species in alignment with their Higher Self, when this 

sacred Alchemy, the Unio Mystica of the balanced Male and Female polarity, is anchored 

deeply within.   

Known as the Pure Heart this Gene Keys’ major focus is on releasing our fixation with our 

personality, as we evolve through Vanity to Discrimination to Purity.  It is an unusual Gene 

Key in the fact that it is known as a Terminator Codon.   

There are three Stop Codons, or Rings Passeth Not Codons encrypted within our DNA, the 

12th the 56th and the 33rd Keys, which together form the Codon Ring of Trials. 

‘The 12th Gene Key is special.  Within the mystery of the 21 Codon Rings, this 12th Gene Key 

forms a ring of its own within the Ring of Trials, known as the Ring of Secrets.  However, its 

secrets remain firmly locked away until you activate its highest frequency in the 12th Siddhi.’ 

‘The 12th Gift contains the teachings of transformation and death – the movement from one 

level of consciousness to another.  Of all the Gene Keys this 12th Gift represents the mythic 

passage from one state to a higher state in which the stop codon kills your identification with 

your past, allowing you to be transformed.’ 

‘Everything in the Universe has at its core the same original Purity – we are all shards of a 

Divine crystal and as our forms go through their processes of polishing, so consciousness 

begins to remember itself through us.  In the ancient alchemical systems, the Throat Centre 

was seen as the greatest of all initiations.  All the lower chakras including the Heart are 

synthesised and purified in the throat.  In this respect it represents the boundary of the known 

and unknown.  It is the abyss or Daath of the Kabbalah.  The Being who has passed through 

the abyss and entered the sphere of the 12th Siddhi becomes once again like a child – reborn 

in a Higher Sphere – into the Sphere of Divine Love.’   



And the South Node, Gene Key 11, brings the karma of the past and the gifts that we have 

developed to be utilised at this point in time.  Gene Key 11 known as the Light of Eden, speaks 

directly to the need for the left and right hemispheres of the brain to be brought into balance.   

‘The 11th Gift is one of the great keys of our present age.  The more people can be encouraged 

to play with the imagery and creative power coming from the right hemisphere of the brain 

the healthier the world will become.  As we humans begin to think once again with our right 

brains, so we will bring much needed balance to the world of form.  In accessing and 

honouring the gifts of the Divine Feminine and in balancing the left and right hemispheres of 

our brain that we will once again re-awaken true Harmony on Earth.’ 

‘For the Being that attains the 11th Siddhi, Light is everything.  If they become teachers, which 

is likely given their understanding of the mind, they continually reflect their own Light but at 

the same time guide others into their own darkness.  The pure Light of the 11th Siddhi has 

nothing to do with good and inequity.  It represents the transcendence of duality.  As long as 

we see things in terms of good and inequity, we have embraced the fall.  In the future the 

11th Siddhi will crack open our perception of the world so that we may access the purified 

Light that is the Mind and Body of the Divine.’ 

And at the time of this New Moon Jupiter Pluto and Saturn on Gene Key 61 known as The 

Holy of Holies.  The 61st Gene Key moves from Psychosis to Inspiration to Sanctity and it is 

this Gene Key which is responsible for stimulating so much upheaval and a potential radical 

transformation within the consciousness of humanity. 

‘At first you may seek answers outside yourself, but eventually you will have to turn deep 

inside to unfold the Hidden Truth that is awaiting your discovery.  By its very nature, the Gift 

of Inspiration is Spiritual because it serves to loosen the hold of your mental constructs, 

opening and expanding your capacity for Love.  This Gene Key represents a mystery hiding 

inside every single unit of matter within the Universe.  The mystery is the mystery of Christ 

Consciousness, that quintessence of inner Light that holds all things together.  This codon ring 

shows that evolution is a force that is breaking out from inside of us and that to unlock its 

secrets we have only to look inside.’ 

‘In arriving at the 61st Siddhi, we approach a great mystery – the mystery of Life itself.  The 

Inspiration pouring through the higher reaches of the 61st Gift is a stream of sparks from a 

great transformation occurring within every human being who approaches the inner door.’ 

‘As you enter the field of the 61st Siddhi a huge pregnant silence descends and all your mental 

activity abruptly ceases.  Here inner truth resides……  A human being who is embodying the 

61st Siddhi is nothing but a human vehicle manifesting pure Universal Consciousness.  This 

state of Sanctity is the underlying nature of reality and until you come to rest within it you are 

asleep.  In the future the 61st Siddhi will become far more common place because humanity 

is in the process of making a quantum leap.  The children who will begin to arrive on this 

planet will carry this Siddhi of Sanctity in their bones.  They will be the living embodiment of 

life’s potential in form.’ 



Along with Jupiter Saturn and Pluto aligning with the Sun and the Moon, Sedna is also part of 

the aspect that is forming the Kite Formation. 

Sedna holds a point in space in a class of her own.  With an orbital duration of some 11,500 

years, this Cosmic body is unlike any we have yet met.  Whereas, all other planetary bodies 

have been given a particular focus – the Moon, Mercury, Venus and Mars linking into the 

development of a constructive personality - Jupiter and Saturn assisting in this development, 

whilst also being the gateway into the Higher Transpersonal Consciousness of Uranus, 

Neptune and Pluto, which operate at their highest when the personality is no longer 

dominating. 

Sedna is outside of this remit.  It feels, intuitively, that Sedna gathers together all the planetary 

impulses and read outs that are created, through the group consciousness, within her 

magnetic orbit, synthesizing and fusing them into the highest quintessence at the end of each 

11,500 cycle and right now Sedna, over these coming years is closest to the Earth – it will be 

some 11,500 years before Sedna returns. 

Sedna is on Gene Key 8 known as the Diamond of the Self.  The 8th Siddhi of Exquisiteness is 

the natural revelation and manifestation of all the Siddhic states.  People of the 8th Siddhi are 

not leaders.  They are examples.  Exquisiteness is experienced when the Divine Essence begins 

to shine through the individual.  In this state of Bliss, you fall in love with your own pristine 

manifestation because it is through this uniqueness that the Divine currents can be accessed.  

There is an inner Light and Wisdom that has a powerful and liberating effect on others, freeing 

them from the structured systems.  Their legacy to the world is to dismantle all concepts of 

how one should live or what one needs to do in order to attain any particular state.  They 

sparkle like exquisite, rare jewels.  They shine like a diamond in the heart of creation and 

wherever they look, they see other diamonds in various states of clarity – each one unique, 

each one exquisite and incomparable. 

Back on 1st November 1977 when Chiron, known as the Wounded Healer, was discovered, 

Sedna and Chiron were together activating the same Gene Key – Gene Key 27 which is 

evolving humanity beyond Selfishness, to Altruism, to Selflessness.   

The fact that Sedna was with Chiron, at the time of this discovery is not by chance.  Chiron 

transits are pivotal to our awakening, to our remembering the Truth of who we are - as the 

resonance of Chiron connects to our Souls to reveal and uncover Christ Consciousness, at the 

core of our Being.  Selflessness held within the 27th Gene Key must be birthed within 

Humanity in order for the next form to mutate out of the existing form of Homo Sapiens. 

Chiron takes 50 years to make one orbit around the Sun and so by 2027 Chiron will have 

returned to its discovery point.  During these last 43 years we have been passing through an 

accelerated initiation chamber as Chiron transits bring higher frequencies of Light into the 

cellular structure facilitating this mutation, for Chiron acts as a mediator between the Soul 

and Universal Spirit.  Over these next seven years it is wise to listen to and understand the 

guidance of Chiron that is coming through the Cosmos to assist us into an alignment with 

Christos Consciousness. 



For Chiron will activate all that is out of alignment with our Soul Essence - right now Chiron is 

on Gene Key 17, moving from the Shadow of Opinion to the Gift of Far-Sightedness to the 

Siddhi of Omniscience. 

At present most of humanity is caught within the Shadow of Opinion and problems occur 

when an Opinion turns into a dogma.  There is nothing innately incorrect about having an 

Opinion, or a discernment, or a desire to uphold Integrity, but when the Opinion is divisive 

and carries an intense emotional charge then Shadow consciousness is at the root of that 

Opinion.  The moment you open up the structure of your inner language to the third level 

that lies beyond the two contrary opinions of Democrat or Republican, Conservative or 

Labour, male or female – you ignite the power within your DNA to exit the Shadow frequency 

altogether. 

The 17th Gift is a mentally dynamic Gift - it does not sit idly by with a philosophy of passive 

acceptance.  This Gift has a purpose and that is to serve and uphold Integrity by challenging 

all misrepresentations of Truth in the world.... to differentiate between those patterns that 

lower your frequency and those that raise it. 

The 17th Gift has the ability to see higher dimensions and realities - looking ahead to the 

future and linking one phase of evolution to another.  The higher frequency dimensions of 

the 17th Gene Key offer a view of the Collective future of humanity and it is through this 

Foresight that the various aspects of future reality will be organised and constructed.' 

Chiron right now is seeking to heal the wound created by duality and division coming from 

Opinions and ancestral memory patterns, that are held within the Shadow frequency and the 

United States of America, at present, is right in this Crucible of Change, as Pluto, the planet of 

major transformation, aligned with 1st Ray energy and Divine Will, is presently approaching 

its return to the chart of the Declaration of Independence  which was signed on 4th July 1776, 

when Pluto was at 27 Capricorn 32 -  the exact conjunction will take place on 22 February 

2022, which is bringing to the surface all that needs to be cleansed and healed prior to 

Chiron’s return in 2027. 

So these are truly significant times, for all of us, as all are interconnected and as you 

contemplate this Cosmic message you can see that the initial concept of uniting 13 Colonies 

has now moved into a far larger format, but whether 13 States, or every Country on the 

Planet, or indeed Solar Systems and Galaxies – the same Truth exists - all Laws become innate, 

when the Being is coming from the Heart and Mind of the I AM Presence.  This is the goal and 

the ultimate message of the ‘True Constitution’ of the I AM One World Nation which is the 

prodigy and child, of a moment in time, birthed 233 years ago.  May the Quintessence of the 

Highest potential of Peace, seed and anchor the Wisdom of the Universal and Cosmic Laws, 

through the understanding, held within the ‘True Constitution’, of the I AM One World 

Nation, for the  Blessing, Upliftment and Benefit of All Life. 

 Peace and Harmony to All.        29.8.2020 - Extracts from Gene Keys by Richard Rudd 

 


